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We expose two scenarios for the breakdown of quantum multifractality under the effect of perturbations. In
the first scenario, multifractality survives below a certain scale of the quantum fluctuations. In the other one,
the fluctuations of the wave functions are changed at every scale and each multifractal dimension smoothly
goes to the ergodic value. We use as generic examples a one-dimensional dynamical system and the three-
dimensional Anderson model at the metal-insulator transition. Based on our results, we conjecture that the
sensitivity of quantum multifractality to perturbation is universal in the sense that it follows one of these two
scenarios depending on the perturbation. We also discuss the experimental implications.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Df, 05.45.Mt, 71.30.+h, 05.40.-a
The notion of multifractality is associated to scale-invariant
fluctuations which cannot be described by a single fractal di-
mension but instead by an infinite number of dimensions. This
property characterizes several important systems in classical
physics, e.g. turbulence [1], the stock market [2] or cloud im-
ages [3]. It is only recently that multifractality has been recog-
nized in quantum mechanics or other wave systems. Examples
include electrons at the Anderson metal-insulator transition
[4–7], quantum Hall transitions [8], Random Matrix models
[9, 10] and others [11–13]. These properties are also visible
in the wave functions in certain types of dynamical systems
(so-called pseudointegrable systems) [14–22].
Although many theoretical studies have been devoted to
quantum multifractality [4–21], in particular to its dynamical
consequences which seem accessible to experiments [22–25],
it has been difficult to observe it in a real setting. Hints of
such properties were seen in disordered conductors [26] and
cold atoms [27, 28]. An interesting experiment enabled to
observe multifractal distributions at the Anderson transition
with acoustic waves [29]. However, experimental character-
ization of multifractality in a quantum context has remained
elusive. There are technical questions related to the high reso-
lution needed to explore different scales in the wave function,
but fundamentally it is of critical importance to assess to what
extent multifractality survives in a real experimental setting.
In this Letter, we study the effects of different imperfec-
tions and perturbations on the properties of two paradigmatic
models with quantum multifractality, a one-dimensional (1D)
dynamical system and the three-dimensional (3D) Anderson
model at the metal-insulator transition. We find that a suffi-
ciently large perturbation always destroys multifractality, but
in two different ways. In the first scenario, the perturba-
tion defines a new scale of the quantum fluctuations below
which multifractality survives. In the second scenario, the
fluctuations of the wave functions are changed at every scale
and each multifractal dimension smoothly goes to the ergodic
value. Our results show that both scenarios are found in the
two models, depending on the type of perturbation.
Multifractality of quantum wave functions |ψ〉 can be char-
acterized by the box-counting method (see [7, 20] for com-
parison with other methods). A system of linear size L is
divided into L/ℓ boxes of size ℓ, and a measure for each box
k is µk =
∑
i |ψi|2 where the indices run over the sites inside
box k. The moments are defined by Pq =
∑
k µ
q
k. Multi-
fractality is characterized by a power-law behavior of the mo-
ments Pq ∼ (ℓ/L)Dq(q−1), in the limit of small ℓ/L. In the
ergodic limit all Dq equal the dimensionality of the system,
whereas for a localized system Dq = 0 for q > 0. In systems
where an average is made over several wave functions and
different disorder realizations, two sets of multifractal dimen-
sions can be defined [5, 6]. The first set uses average moments
〈Pq〉 giving dimensions Dq , and the second uses typical mo-
ments exp〈lnPq〉, giving dimensions Dtypq . We have checked
that our results are the same for both sets of dimensions, and
we present results only for Dq, mainly for q = 2; we have
checked that the conclusions we draw apply equally to other
values of q.
Our first model consists in a system periodically kicked by
a discontinuous linear potential [16]. Its Hamiltonian, defined
on a phase space corresponding to the unit torus, with p the
momentum and q the space coordinate, is:
H(p, q, t) =
p2
2
− γ{q}
∑
n
δ(t− n) , (1)
where {q}means the fractional part of q, γ is a real parameter,
and the sum runs over all integers.
The classical dynamics over one period is given by the map
pn+1 = pn + γ mod 1 , qn+1 = qn + 2pn+1 mod 1 ,
where n denotes the number of periods. For irrational γ, the
2dynamics is ergodic. For rational γ, it can be described as
pseudointegrable. In such systems, the iterates of one point
accumulate inside surfaces which are of arbitrarily high genus,
different from the integrable case where the dynamics takes
place on tori of genus one.
The corresponding quantum discrete dynamics transforms
the wave function at time n noted ψn to the one at time n+ 1
through the formula ψn+1 = Uψn. In an N -dimensional
Hilbert space, U corresponds to an N × N matrix with co-
efficients [16]
Ukl =
e−2πik
2/N
N
1− e2iπγN
1− e2iπ(k−l+γN)/N , (2)
where k, l are quantum numbers associated to momentum,
with an effective h¯ equal to 1/(2πN). In the results shown be-
low a random version of the model is considered [17, 18, 20]:
e−2πik
2/N is replaced by e−iφk where φk is a random variable
uniformly distributed in [0; 2π]. This allows for more stable
results and we have checked that the results are the same as
with the usual kinetic term, but with less fluctuations. For ir-
rational γ, the eigenvectors of (2) are ergodic in phase space.
In contrast, for rational γ = a/b, they are multifractal in the
momentum basis (2), consisting in b strongly fluctuating struc-
tures. This multifractality is weaker and weaker when b in-
creases. In parallel, spectral statistics follow predictions of
Random Matrix Theory for irrational γ, while for rational γ
they are intermediate between distributions typical of either
chaotic or integrable systems [16, 17, 19]. Thus (2) is often
called the intermediate map.
Our second model is the 3D Anderson model [30], a tight-
binding model of electrons with on-site disorder uniformly
distributed in [−W/2,W/2]. For this model, it is known
that a metal-insulator transition takes place at a disorder value
Wc ≈ 16.5 in the band center. At this critical value, wave
functions are known to display multifractality [6].
We now turn to our results. The first model (1) has a discon-
tinuous potential. In many experimental situations, the singu-
larity will be smoothed over a certain length. We model the
smoothing by replacing the discontinuous potential by a C1
function coinciding with −γ{q} over [0, 1− ǫ] and equal to a
cubic interpolating polynomial over the interval [1− ǫ, 1]. We
have studied how the multifractality depends on the scale ℓ of
the coarse-graining in the box-counting method for different
values of ǫ. Indeed, in physics one must always be concerned
with the ranges in which the scaling Pq ∼ (ℓ/L)Dq(q−1)
holds. For a fixed value of the moment order q we define
a local multifractal dimension D˜q(ℓ, ǫ) = 1q−1
d lnPq
d lnλ , where
λ = ℓ/L with L = N the linear size of the system. We
find that there exists a characteristic length ξ(ǫ) below which
the local dimensions D˜q do not vary with ℓ, indicating a true
multifractal behaviour. On the other hand, the local dimen-
sions converge to the ergodic value D˜q = 1 for ℓ ≫ ξ(ǫ)
(see Fig. 1, top left). Moreover, we have observed that all the
curves for different smoothings ǫ collapse onto a single one
when ℓ is scaled with the suitable length ξ(ǫ), see an example
in Fig. 1 (top) for q = 2. This shows that the data follow the
scaling behavior:
D˜q(ℓ, ǫ) = Gq
(
ℓ
ξ(ǫ)
)
, (3)
withGq a scaling function independent of ǫ, and with the scal-
ing parameter ξ(ǫ) ∝ ǫ−1. We have checked that this scaling
is valid in the range 1≫ ǫ≫ 1/N .
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Top: Local dimensions D˜2 (see text) for
eigenvectors of (2) with N = 213 and γ = 1/5 for smoothing
lengths resp. ǫ = 0 (black full curve), 0.01 (red circles), 0.02 (green
squares), 0.03 (blue diamonds), 0.04 (brown triangles up), 0.05 (pur-
ple triangles down), 0.1 (orange stars). Left: raw data for D˜2 vs the
boxsize (arrow indicates the value ℓ = N ); right: D˜2 vs the rescaled
boxsize ℓ/ξ(ǫ), with ξ normalized as ξ(ǫ = 1/N) = N/5, its known
value for ǫ → 0 (see text). Inset: Numerically obtained scaling
length ξ(ǫ) (circles), black dashed line is the relation ξ(ǫ) ∝ ǫ−1.
Bottom: correlation function R2(r), same parameters and color code
as for top. Left: raw data; right: rescaled data using the relation
ξ(ǫ) ∝ ǫ−1.
Another way to illustrate our results consists in considering
the 2−point correlation function R2(r) = N2〈|ψi|2|ψi+r |2〉,
where the average is performed over both i and the random
phases φk . This correlation function is expected to be re-
lated to the multifractal dimension D2, via R2(r) ∼ rη with
η = D2 − 1 for rL → 0 , see e.g. [6]. It is clear that the
3power-law behavior survives for ǫ > 0 (see Fig. 1 bottom).
The main effect of the smoothing is again the emergence of a
characteristic length ξ(ǫ), above which R2(r) is not algebraic
anymore. When it is algebraic, we find for both ǫ = 0 and
ǫ > 0 an exponent η ≈ −0.36 in very good agreement with
the value D2 extracted from Fig. 1 top for ℓ → 0. Thus the
multifractal fluctuations are left unchanged below the char-
acteristic length ξ(ǫ). We have checked that other ways of
smoothing the potential lead to the same conclusions [31].
A physical interpretation of ξ(ǫ) for our model is related to
the initial shape of the potential in (1). For ǫ = 0 the dis-
continuity of the potential is resolved at a scale 1/N , and the
multifractality appears below a scale of order N/b (b com-
ing from the fact that classical structures have b components),
which explains why D˜2 → 1 when ℓ≫ N/b. The smoothing
introduces a new effective width ǫ for the singularity. Hence
multifractality in the momentum basis survives below a scale
of order ξ(ǫ) ∝ 1/ǫ for ǫ≫ 1/N .
This scenario of a characteristic length bounding the scale
of the multifractal structure is similar to the one found in
Anderson-like transitions when the system is close to the tran-
sition point [7, 32, 33]. In this case the relevant characteris-
tic length coincides with the localization length in the insu-
lating phase and with the correlation length in the metallic
phase. The case of the intermediate map can be seen as a mul-
tifractal metal described in [33]. We emphasize that in this
scenario, multifractality always survives the perturbation at a
sufficiently small scale.
We now turn to the second scenario. A natural perturbation
of (1), when γ is a rational value, is to slightly change this
value, at fixed N . A striking observation that we made is the
absence of any characteristic length in the fluctuations of the
wave functions. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows the variation of D2 and
R2(r) close to a rational point. For different γ values close to
γ = 1/3, the correlation function R2(r) behaves as a power
law in the same range of r: hence there is no characteristic
length here. In contrast with the first scenario, the perturbation
now induces a change of the algebraic decay of R2, hence a
change of D2. The same conclusions can be drawn from P2
(data not shown).
For N → ∞ one has Dq = 1 for all irrational values of γ,
but for finite N the curve will be smoothed out over a certain
scale, as shown for D2 in Fig. 2. We found that the vicinity
of rational values is related to a mathematical model called
the Ruijsenaars-Schneider model [34]. Using a perturbative
approach similar to the one used in [21], we can predict ana-
lytically the behavior of Dq near its local extrema. Technical
details will be published elsewhere [31] but the results can be
summarized as follows. Around γ = 1/b, local extrema ofDq
are located at γk = 1/b+ (k − s/b)/N , where s = N mod b,
and k = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Around those extrema the intermedi-
ate map shows weak multifractality and for |γ − γk| ≃ 1/N
the multifractal dimension is :
Dq ≃ 1− qb
[
N(γ − γk)
(kb− s)
]2
. (4)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Dimension D2(γ) for the model (2) in the
vicinity of γ = 1/3 for N = 37 (red dashed line), N = 211 (blue
full line). Black dotted parabolas correspond to Eq. (4). Inset: cor-
relation function R2(r) for N = 212. The curves correspond to
γ = 1/3 + ǫ/(3N) for resp. ǫ = 0 (light blue dotted-dashed line),
0.25 (orange dotted line), 0.5 (green dashed line), 0.75 (red long-
dashed line), 0.95 (blue solid line).
Note that this theory, in very good agreement with our nu-
merics (see Fig. 2), again does not contain any characteristic
length.
A similar phenomenon can be seen when the basis is
slightly deformed. Indeed multifractal properties depend on
the basis choice, and in experimental implementations the
measurement basis cannot be chosen at will.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Moments P2 vs boxsize for different basis
deformation strengths ǫ. Left: map (2) for N = 212, γ = 1/5
and for resp. ǫ = 0.0013 (black circles), 0.013 (red squares), 0.02
(green diamonds), 0.1 (blue triangles); right: 3D Anderson model
at the transition point, of size N = L3 with L = 120 for resp.
ǫ = t/τTh = 0 (black circles), 8.9 10−11 (red squares), 1.1 10−9
(green diamonds), 2.8 10−7 (blue triangles up), 8.7 10−6 (purple
triangles tilted), 2.3 (pink triangles down).
4We thus investigate the behavior of multifractality for the
map (2) under a generic change of basis. The unitary ma-
trix defining the basis change is taken to be U˜ = exp(iǫH),
where ǫ is the deformation parameter and H an element of
the GOE ensemble of Random Matrices. Moments averaged
over the GOE ensemble are plotted for several values of ǫ in
Fig. 3 (left), showing that the slope changes with ǫ at all scales,
which corresponds to our second scenario.
This is confirmed by a perturbation theory that we have
developed (see [31] for more details). Upon basis change,
a state |ψ〉 is changed into some state |ψ˜〉 = U˜ |ψ〉. At
second order, it reads |ψ˜〉 = |ψ〉 + iǫH |ψ〉 − ǫ22 H2|ψ〉.
Upon averaging over the GOE ensemble, terms linear in H
will vanish in the moments P2, while by independence of
GOE matrix entries only quadratic terms of the form H2mn
will survive. Thus the moments of |ψ˜〉 read ∑n |ψ˜n|4 =∑
n |ψn|4 + 2ǫ2v2
(
1− 12 |
∑
n ψ
2
n|2 − N2
∑
n |ψn|4
)
, where
v2 denotes the variance of the GOE matrix elements (here
v = 1). Moments are multiplied by an effective factor
1 − ǫ2v2N (assuming that the term in |∑n ψ2n|2 is negligi-
ble), so that multifractality is destroyed for ǫ of order 1/
√
N .
This theory, confirmed by our numerics (see Fig. 4, top), does
not single out any scale where the behavior will change, con-
firming that indeed the moments are modified at all scales by
the perturbation.
Remarkably enough, the same behavior appears at the An-
derson transition when the basis is deformed. Using large-
scale numerical simulations [35], we have computed the mo-
ments of the wave functions (eigenvectors) of the 3D Ander-
son model for sizes up to N = L3 with L = 120. As it
was impossible to implement the change of basis as above,
given the size of our matrices, we used instead the evolu-
tion operator corresponding to the quasiperiodic kicked rotor
H˜ = p2/2 +K cos θ(1 + η cos(ω2t) cos(ω3t))
∑
n δ(t− n),
with η = 0.8, ω2 = 2π
√
5, ω3 = 2π
√
13 and h¯ = 2.89.
This 1D system is known to display an Anderson transition
for K = Kc ≈ 4.7 [27, 36]. Here we used large values of
K ≫ Kc to ensure a diffusive dynamics where statistics are
known to be close to Random Matrix results.
In Fig. 3 (right) we show the moments P2 for various val-
ues of the perturbation ǫ of the basis. The curves are similar
at all scales, but with a slope which varies with the perturba-
tion strength. This indicates that the multifractality is affected
in the same way at all scales. This leads to a disappearance
of multifractality as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom). The perturba-
tion here corresponding to the evolution operator of a diffu-
sive system, a natural scale is the Thouless time τTh, defined
as the ratio L2/D, where D is the diffusion constant. τTh is
the characteristic time where ergodicity sets in. Fig. 4 (bot-
tom) shows that indeed this is the relevant scale, the variation
of the parameter K of the model enabling us to probe sev-
eral orders of magnitude of τTh. In addition, we checked that
the results presented for both models are representative of a
real experimental situation where a single basis is imposed by
the setup, i. e. without averaging over basis change (data not
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Dimensions Dq vs basis deformation strength
ǫ. Top: D2 for the map (2), γ = 1/5 for resp. N = 29 (black
circles), 210 (red squares), 211 (green diamonds), 212 (blue up trian-
gles), 213 (magenta down triangles); inset: theoretical scaling with
ǫ
√
N (see text); bottom: from top to bottom D1.5, D2 and D4
for the 3D Anderson model, size N = 1203 (from left to right:
resp. τTh = 1.19 1011 (black), 9.3 109 (red), 8.3 108 (green),
7.5 107(blue), 6.8 106 (dark brown), 6.2 106 (brown), 5.6 104 (grey),
5121.2 (dark purple), 468.5 (cyan), 43.1 (magenta).
shown).
In this Letter, we have investigated how the quantum mul-
tifractality is modified by various generic perturbations. We
have identified two different scenarios. In the first scenario,
a characteristic length appears, which bounds the scale of the
multifractal fluctuations of the wave functions. In the sec-
ond scenario, multifractality is destroyed equally at all scales.
Both scenarios are found in the two models we have investi-
gated, which represent the two main classes of systems dis-
playing quantum multifractality: pseudointegrable systems
and Anderson-type models at criticality. From an experimen-
tal point of view, in the first scenario one can compensate a
finite perturbation by using high resolution to resolve very
small scales. On the contrary, in the second scenario one defi-
nitely needs to control the perturbation below a critical value.
These results give a theoretical understanding which should
provide guidance towards the observation of quantum multi-
5fractality in a real experimental setting.
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